
Call #  800.893.8850 
Code # 638 46 37 
 
Attendees –Sandy, Diane, Jane, Tim, Lora, Barbara, Brigette, Mary 
 
Additions: Update to Soremal – From Lora 

 From John A –(Lora reporting for John) 

•   Faculty Override in UAOnline 

Discussion: 

o After testing UAF have found there are some show stoppers in this override. One is the 
capacity override. This is a problem for UAF but this is what UAA really wants.  

o The change is all or nothing thus you cannot pick and choose which override to allow. 
o Waitlisted situation – could this be done through the override? – No 
o Issue: Student’s names are not removed when we go into the override screen again. 
o Underage students (secondary school) must have a faculty signature to allow into the 

class. Would this be able to handle this? – No 
o Could the title be changed to UAA Registration Overrides….Jane thinks so.  

From Tim’s June 17 email 

1) Capacity Overrides (need to correct spelling) is available.  Is it wise to have Capacity 
Overrides available for faculty?  I don't believe so as it may result in too many room changes for 
us.  
 
2)  Does UAA and UAS use Honors Program Overrides? UAF requires Honors Director 
Approval for these courses.  We do not want Honors Program Override available to faculty.  
Upon testing, I was able to add a student into a course using the Honors Program Override (not 
the UAF Honors Director Approval). 
 
3) Since UAF uses Wait Lists, we would like the functionality to have faculty add students from 
Wait Lists to their class using Registration Overrides.  We manage Wait Lists up to the first day 
of instruction.  Can this functionality be made available only after a certain date for a term? 
 
4) When I provided Registration Overrides for one student and I tried to add another 
Registration Override for another student, each time I went back to the Registration Override 
tab, the name of the student (whom I just provided an override) still appears.  This is very 
confusing for faculty (and myself).  If a faculty adds a Registration Override for one student, the 
system should refresh it and provide an "ID Selection" option to add a Registration Override for 
another student.  I could not get these features to work. 
 
5) Related to 4 - when selecting "ID Selection" at the bottom of the Faculty Registration 
Permits/Overrides worksheet and entering and verifying the name of the student selected, the 
system brings you back to the Faculty And Advisors Student Menu which doesn't have an 
option to get you back to the Registration Overrides screen.  This may be addressed via number 
4.  
 
6) UAF requires instructor permission if the student enrolling is a Secondary Student. We would 
like a Registration Override available for Secondary Students. We may just have to build a new 
code. 
 
7) The notation (on the Registration Overrides screen) saying "Welcome to the Faculty 



Registration Permits/Overrides Worksheet, can be removed.  It is a repeat of the main heading 
for that screen. 

UAA, UAS and UAF approve with the idea to review in a few months. 

 From Mary - Hi Team Leads,  
Please add a discussion to your next team meeting about the priority of task requests in the 
queue:    
http://bweb4lrgp.alaska.edu/banlrgp/owa/bwsk2rqs.P_DisplayRequests?pORDER=6&pSTAGE=  
 
Are there certain ones that you want to move to the top of the work queue for more immediate 
attention?  With Banner 8 moving out by a few months, are there items to add to the "got to 
have before Banner 8" list?  We will go through the task request list at the Aug 6th BST.  
*************** 
From Diane M - First complete those currently being tested: 
 
UAOnline Bookstore Logo (already done?) 
Virtual Bookstore Interface (in testing?) 
 
Then the one that's already been started: 
1. UAOnline Address Verification –close to LRGP 
Of those that have been approved, the more recent text update could be done pretty quickly, 
and could be moved before the older but more involved schedule lookup mod. 
2. Update UAOnline Reg/Drop/Add instructions 
3. Faculty Lookup Classes Mod –nice but not critical 
 
Make a 9 -SFR2APS - modify so simultaneous runs are not allowed.  
Make a 9 -The "Mandatory payment agreement" TR is Finance, not Reg. 

Update to Soremal – From Lora  

 Lora checked with her co-workers regarding their use of this form – neither Financial Aid 
or Admissions is using this.  

Trigger for reg changes – Tim wanted to know how the workflows are working? UAS sees them 
as very positive for students.  
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